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Url: [ right, you are the driver Hi. What is up with all this drive encryption and stuff? I have had problems with encryption for the last 5 years. Is the market finally getting their act together? Is it normal to be surprised to hear of services that offer a complete solution? Like I'm not used to it any more. !ot | HankMccoy HankMccoy: #ubuntu is the Ubuntu support channel, for all Ubuntu-related support
questions. Please register with NickServ (see /msg ubottu!register) and use #ubuntu-offtopic for other topics (though our!guidelines apply there too). Thanks! The last time I needed to do anything like this I ended up with a broken system. I'd rather have a working system. HankMccoy: you are not interested in the answer? You're happy with Windows? Then yes. HankMccoy: we can only support
ubuntu here Thanks guys. I understand that. I'm happy to wait. I'm old enough to have seen Warty. :-) HankMccoy: if you don't like encryption, don't enable it. if you are worried about potential weak spots in the drive, use a stronger/different key. HankMccoy: then be happy That's a good point. Thanks. HankMccoy: you are welcome, please use this channel to discuss ubuntu specific issues Ok.
HankMccoy, look for a tutorial for full encryption, also strong keys and so on HankMccoy, if you can not disable it, or enable only a part, you have a pb I'll be happy with what I can get. It's an RAC 82157476af
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